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washington d c the u s department of energy doe released a new roadmap outlining solutions to speed up the interconnection of
clean energy onto the nation s transmission grid and clear the existing backlog of solar wind and battery projects seeking to be
built as the leading resource for public power utilities nationwide the american public power association is guiding its members
through this critical digital transformation process by laying out this roadmap for the utility of the future in smart cities this
roadmap is derived from the essential mission of epa encourages utilities to create a roadmap based on these practices over
time and at a pace consistent with their current priorities future goals and the needs of their communities moving toward
sustainability sustainable and effective practices for creating your water utility roadmap the building electrification technology
roadmap betr is a guide for utilities and other organizations developing implementing and supporting electrification technology
programs as a way to advance high efficiency technologies reduce ghg emissions and improve public health published june 21
2022 bubutu shutterstock com sponsored content by questline when it comes to compelling customer experiences energy
utilities have often lagged other industries but moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective practices for creating
your own water utility roadmap pdf 2 9 mb last updated on october 30 2023 the document was developed to assist utility
leaders in implementing proven and effective practices over time to improve their operations and move toward sustainability at
a pace there is some precedent for this the grid that handles electricity in 15 midwest states known as miso recently approved
10 3 billion in new power lines partly because many of its states have 5 year strategic roadmap expert informed goal setting
success milestones gaps to address transparent key performance indicators covers both der bps and their interplay
customizations for size and region covers challenging topics stakeholder actions multi stakeholder actions transition planning
for new processes new beneficial electrification toolkit provides a roadmap for utilities and their customers june 15 2022 the
environmental and energy study institute eesi and the beneficial electrification league bel have launched a free resource to help
utilities and their customers go electric the beneficial electrification toolkit this white paper lays out a roadmap for utilities
interested in creating their own transportation electrification strategy but unsure where to begin examples from utilities across
the u s are used to demonstrate how utilities can integrate separate ev programs into an inclusive and cohesive transportation
electrification program that benefits washington d c with an estimated two million public ev charging ports needed in the u s by
2030 a new report from the smart electric power alliance sepa describes what utilities need to know as they develop and
implement strategies for ev infrastructure deployment published 15 mar 2021 type publication the sector transformation an sdg
roadmap for electric utilities provides utility business leaders worldwide with a flagship guide to driving transformative change
it explores the sector s interaction with the sdgs identifies nine priority goals and outlines seven key impact opportunity areas
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the new sdg roadmap for electric utilities provides utility business leaders worldwide with a flagship guide to driving
transformative change it explores the sector s interaction with the sdgs identifies nine priority goals and outlines seven key
impact opportunity areas where the sector is well placed to drive transformation in line with updated eum effective and
sustainable practices roadmap helps utilities benchmark specific utility management practices used by other leading utilities
moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective practices for creating your own water utility roadmap for further
information please contact jim horne at epa horne james epa gov tokyo s municipal government has announced plans to build a
high tech sustainable city on reclaimed land in its bay area new technologies will be used to make the city carbon neutral and
better able to withstand future climate and health crises it s hoped the project will provide a blueprint of what global cities of
the future should january 06 2020 min read brief how utilities can regain control of their technology roadmap at a glance the
electricity sector is changing rapidly with decarbonization policies more renewable generation and new competitors utilities
often face these challenges with outdated it systems building the roadmap for a successful journey to advanced grid
management by sandy simon introduction the utility industry today is rife with technology marketed toward improving grid
management and control techniques capturing the limelight is advanced distribution management systems adms from
aspirational to operational sustainable and effective practices for creating your water utility roadmap pdf 2 mb last updated on
february 6 2024 a series of webinars highlighting the efforts of leading utilities to implement effective utility management
roadmap practices designing the roadmap to utility grid modernization by adam cornille on january 12 2023 advanced analytics
data science utilities 5 minute read quick summary how a well planned data science roadmap can enable utilities to achieve
their grid modernization goals and realize additional benefits along the way for utilities to develop their own roadmap to meet
the needs of their communities practices identified in this are illustrative examples that reflect extensive input document from
leading utility and state managers from around the country as well as epa staff involved in various utility sustainability efforts



doe releases first ever roadmap to department of energy Apr 27 2024 washington d c the u s department of energy doe released
a new roadmap outlining solutions to speed up the interconnection of clean energy onto the nation s transmission grid and clear
the existing backlog of solar wind and battery projects seeking to be built
smart city roadmap for public power utilities Mar 26 2024 as the leading resource for public power utilities nationwide the
american public power association is guiding its members through this critical digital transformation process by laying out this
roadmap for the utility of the future in smart cities this roadmap is derived from the essential mission of
moving toward sustainability u s environmental protection Feb 25 2024 epa encourages utilities to create a roadmap based on
these practices over time and at a pace consistent with their current priorities future goals and the needs of their communities
moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective practices for creating your water utility roadmap
the building electrification technology roadmap new Jan 24 2024 the building electrification technology roadmap betr is a
guide for utilities and other organizations developing implementing and supporting electrification technology programs as a
way to advance high efficiency technologies reduce ghg emissions and improve public health
energy utilities create roadmap for improving customer Dec 23 2023 published june 21 2022 bubutu shutterstock com
sponsored content by questline when it comes to compelling customer experiences energy utilities have often lagged other
industries but
moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective Nov 22 2023 moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective
practices for creating your own water utility roadmap pdf 2 9 mb last updated on october 30 2023 the document was developed
to assist utility leaders in implementing proven and effective practices over time to improve their operations and move toward
sustainability at a pace
new rules to overhaul electric grids could boost wind and Oct 21 2023 there is some precedent for this the grid that
handles electricity in 15 midwest states known as miso recently approved 10 3 billion in new power lines partly because many
of its states have
first look at a 5 year strategic roadmap department of energy Sep 20 2023 5 year strategic roadmap expert informed goal
setting success milestones gaps to address transparent key performance indicators covers both der bps and their interplay
customizations for size and region covers challenging topics stakeholder actions multi stakeholder actions transition planning
for new processes
new beneficial electrification toolkit provides a roadmap for Aug 19 2023 new beneficial electrification toolkit provides a
roadmap for utilities and their customers june 15 2022 the environmental and energy study institute eesi and the beneficial
electrification league bel have launched a free resource to help utilities and their customers go electric the beneficial
electrification toolkit
white paper a utility roadmap for transportation electrification Jul 18 2023 this white paper lays out a roadmap for utilities
interested in creating their own transportation electrification strategy but unsure where to begin examples from utilities across



the u s are used to demonstrate how utilities can integrate separate ev programs into an inclusive and cohesive transportation
electrification program that benefits
sepa report provides utility roadmap to ev infrastructure Jun 17 2023 washington d c with an estimated two million public
ev charging ports needed in the u s by 2030 a new report from the smart electric power alliance sepa describes what utilities
need to know as they develop and implement strategies for ev infrastructure deployment
sector transformation an sdg roadmap for electric utilities May 16 2023 published 15 mar 2021 type publication the
sector transformation an sdg roadmap for electric utilities provides utility business leaders worldwide with a flagship guide to
driving transformative change it explores the sector s interaction with the sdgs identifies nine priority goals and outlines seven
key impact opportunity areas
a new standard for electric utilities to maximize progress Apr 15 2023 the new sdg roadmap for electric utilities provides
utility business leaders worldwide with a flagship guide to driving transformative change it explores the sector s interaction
with the sdgs identifies nine priority goals and outlines seven key impact opportunity areas where the sector is well placed to
drive transformation in line with
resources watereum org Mar 14 2023 updated eum effective and sustainable practices roadmap helps utilities benchmark
specific utility management practices used by other leading utilities moving toward sustainability sustainable and effective
practices for creating your own water utility roadmap for further information please contact jim horne at epa horne james epa
gov
this is how tokyo plans to become a sustainable city of the Feb 13 2023 tokyo s municipal government has announced
plans to build a high tech sustainable city on reclaimed land in its bay area new technologies will be used to make the city
carbon neutral and better able to withstand future climate and health crises it s hoped the project will provide a blueprint of
what global cities of the future should
how utilities can regain control of their technology roadmap Jan 12 2023 january 06 2020 min read brief how utilities can
regain control of their technology roadmap at a glance the electricity sector is changing rapidly with decarbonization policies
more renewable generation and new competitors utilities often face these challenges with outdated it systems
building the roadmap for a successful journey to advanced Dec 11 2022 building the roadmap for a successful journey to
advanced grid management by sandy simon introduction the utility industry today is rife with technology marketed toward
improving grid management and control techniques capturing the limelight is advanced distribution management systems adms
moving toward sustainability for water and wastewater utilities Nov 10 2022 from aspirational to operational sustainable
and effective practices for creating your water utility roadmap pdf 2 mb last updated on february 6 2024 a series of webinars
highlighting the efforts of leading utilities to implement effective utility management roadmap practices
modernizing the utility grid designing the roadmap logic20 20 Oct 09 2022 designing the roadmap to utility grid
modernization by adam cornille on january 12 2023 advanced analytics data science utilities 5 minute read quick summary how



a well planned data science roadmap can enable utilities to achieve their grid modernization goals and realize additional
benefits along the way
moving toward sustainability u s environmental protection Sep 08 2022 for utilities to develop their own roadmap to meet the
needs of their communities practices identified in this are illustrative examples that reflect extensive input document from
leading utility and state managers from around the country as well as epa staff involved in various utility sustainability efforts
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